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CAST:
JOHN: Begins as a twenty-something year old and ages through-out the play (attitudinally, if not physically) through his thirties and forties, all the way into his sixties. Brash and more than a little bit goofy, John is a man who knows how lucky he is and appreciates it every day.

MARY: Begins a year or two younger than John and ages through the play as he does. She is romantic, yet practical and is the anchor and linchpin of all that they have built together. She loves her husband and her family very much.

AT RISE: The passenger waiting area of an airport just before Thanksgiving last year. There are waiting room chairs scattered about and signs pointing to various services, gates and exits. People are milling around in the background, passengers and their families getting ready to head out for parts unknown.

Entering from Stage Right is MARY, an attractive, but harried young woman of 25-30 years of age. SHE is wearing slacks, a blouse and sensible shoes. SHE is carrying a small overnight bag and is engrossed in the book SHE is reading.

Entering simultaneously from Stage Left is JOHN, a non-descript young man of pleasant appearance also between 25 and 30 years of age. HE is wearing jeans, running shoes and a casual shirt, and is totally focused on the conversation HE is having on his cell phone.

The TWO of them approach one another, walking quickly, not watching where THEY are going until THEY run right into each other, dropping their belongings. MARY actually falls to the ground and JOHN reaches out to help her up, full of apology.

As their hands touch, the stage lights go to black, cross-fading with two spotlights framing JOHN and MARY. THEY stand up straight and face the audience, MARY facing slightly Stage Right while JOHN facing slightly Stage Left. THEY speak to the audience.

JOHN: Well, I remember we met during the holidays.
MARY: It was Thanksgiving. There certainly was a lot to be thankful for.
JOHN: Yeah, if you don’t count the concussion. Still, once I got a good look at her, she was worth it. She could’ve run over me with a bus and I’d have just smiled the whole time.
MARY: He had the most beautiful smile. All warm and shy, it was like he could look right through me.
JOHN: I had this idiot grin on my face and my mouth got all dried out. I wanted to ask her out, propose marriage and offer to have her baby at all once. (HE grins) What a moron.
MARY: And he asked me out right there! It was so sweet… so romantic.

(THEY face one another for the first time, suddenly back in the moment.)

JOHN: So, uh… I mean, well… sorry about the… I mean, I’d be glad to… um, that is, if you’re not busy…
MARY: (jumps forward, throwing her arms around his neck) I’d love to go out with you!

(From this point, JOHN and MARY stand closer together, often holding hands and touching one another affectionately like an old married couple.)

MARY: (back to audience) And before you knew it, we got married!
JOHN: Oh, I knew it all right. I counted every single minute!
MARY: It was the fastest, most exciting year of my life!
JOHN: Five million, twenty-five thousand, six hundred minutes! Give or take…
MARY: I can still remember the night he proposed.
JOHN: (*pleased with himself*) I sent her on a scavenger hunt. I had her running all over town when the ring was really in my pocket the whole time!
MARY: He had me digging in garbage cans, looking in gutters, it was like being in a reality show or something.
JOHN: Or an action movie! *Arma-weddin’!* (*rhymes with Armageddon*)
MARY: (*smiles long-sufferingly*) That’s cute, honey.
JOHN: (*in a movie announcer voice*) *Arma-weddin’!* A giant asteroid is headed toward Earth on our wedding day! Can John get Mary to the church on time… before the End of the World?
MARY: (*impatiently*) John…
JOHN: (*making machine gun noises*) Ah-ah-ah-ah-ah! This time it’s personal! Ah-ah-ah-ah!
MARY: (*SHE’s had enough*) JOHN! (*a beat while SHE calms down*) We get it, sweetheart. You took our proposal and turned it into a game.
JOHN: (*defensively*) Hey, you thought it was romantic! *HE smiles* Besides, you said “yes”, didn’t you?
MARY: (*smiles back*) Yes, I did.
JOHN: And the wedding was a blast!
MARY: Oh, it was! It was a big church wedding with seven groomsmen and seven bridesmaids, a flower girl and ring bearer, twin violins, a choir…
JOHN: (*sings*) And a partridge in a pear tree.
MARY: I guess I did get a little carried away with the planning.
JOHN: A little? My dad said we were only a dancing bear away from a full-blown three-ring circus! Still, (*HE looks at her affectionately*) I loved every minute of it.
MARY: And then the big moment came and Daddy walked me down the aisle.
JOHN: Hey, is that a new dress?
MARY: And we promised to love, honor and cherish one another, always sensitive to one another’s needs, understanding of one another’s moods, supportive of one another’s desires…
JOHN: I’m sorry, Reverend. What was the question?
MARY: (*turns to him*) And we said “I do”.
JOHN: (*turns to her and takes her hands*) And “I do,” too.

(*THEY kiss.*)

MARY: (*back to audience*) Once we were married, I finished up my degree and Johnny got a new job… working for Daddy!
JOHN: I swear, if there is a hell, carved over the front door is the phrase “Working For Daddy!”
MARY: Daddy took Johnny right under his wing…
JOHN: To make it easier to get his hands around my neck…
MARY: And by the end of the first year, they were getting along great!
JOHN: I’d moved to the office out in Greenville and we never saw each other!
MARY: Life was perfect!
JOHN: It was pretty good…
MARY: And then…
JOHN: (*looks at her, apprehensively*) And then…?
MARY: I got pregnant!
JOHN: You got what!? How did you do that?
MARY: Oh, in the usual way, I expect. You do remember, don’t you?
JOHN: (*grinning with embarrassment*) Oh… yeah.
MARY: I thought you might.
JOHN: Well, of course, pregnancy brought a whole new set of problems…
MARY: Not problems, sweetheart. Challenges. Like building a nursery.
JOHN: Morning sickness.
MARY: Picking out names.
JOHN: What did you eat last night, a yak?
MARY: Baby showers.
JOHN: Mood swings.
MARY: Cravings.
JOHN: Did you know that when a pregnant woman asks you if she’s fat, there is no good answer…?
MARY: The first ultrasound.
JOHN: Mary! Would you look at that! It’s a boy!
MARY: Sweetheart, I believe that’s the umbilical cord.
JOHN: (disappointed) Oh.
MARY: All in all, it was nine magical, wonderful months…
JOHN: (looks at her, disbelieving) Magical? Are we telling the same story?
MARY: And then… and then… MY WATER BROKE! (begins doing Lamaze breathing)
JOHN: Oh my God, we’re having a baby! We’ve got to get to the hospital!

(HE runs off in a panic, out of the spotlight and off Stage Left.)

MARY: (in between puffs and pants) Oh sweetheart…

(SHE picks up the overnight bag SHE carried in at the beginning of the play and waits for him to come back for her.)

JOHN: (walking back in rather sheepishly) Oh man, do I feel like a knucklehead…
MARY: (still huffing and puffing) Did you forget something dear?
JOHN: (taking the overnight bag out of her hands) I sure did!

(HE runs out again with the overnight bag, but without MARY.)

MARY: (this one line to the audience before returning to the moment) Finally, we got to the hospital.
JOHN: (Entering again with overnight bag. Puts it down where MARY dropped it at the beginning) How did you get here before me?
MARY: I took a cab. You got lost getting out of our neighborhood. Twice.
JOHN: Oh. Well, at least I got here before the baby!
MARY: (grabbing her stomach) Not by much. Ooooh!
JOHN: Somebody get a doctor! My baby’s having my baby!
MARY: Oh, Johnny, it hurts! I think I want some drugs!
JOHN: It’s just the joy of childbirth sweetheart. Keep breathing!
MARY: This is all your fault, you, you man, you! Now, give me drugs!
JOHN: But sweetheart, what about not diluting the experience with medication?
MARY: You try passing a basketball through your nose before you talk to me about diluting anything! Aaahh!
JOHN: But sweetie…
MARY: (turns and grabs him by the shirt front) GIVE ME DRUGS!!
JOHN: (back to audience) At last, we had the baby.
MARY: I tried to talk them out of it, but they finally had to give me something for the pain.
JOHN: A seven and a half pound baby boy. John Jr.
MARY: Isn’t that so typically like a man? I go through nine months of pregnancy and then twelve hours of excruciatingly painful labor and we name the kid after him.
JOHN: My boy.
MARY: Of course, it wasn’t long and I forgot all about the pain and we had two more children, Courtney and Noah.
JOHN: I’ll tell you one thing. I was ok with the boys, but raising daughters, that’s a totally different thing.
MARY: She had you so wrapped around her finger.
JOHN: Well, she’s my baby girl and I’m not going to let anyone forget it.
MARY: (back in the moment) Johnny, she’s going to her prom. Can’t you relax and at least be civil to the boy?
JOHN: Why should I? I know what he’s thinking, the little delinquent! Sneaking drinks under the table, smoking in the bathroom, trying to get my daughter into the back seat of the car…
MARY: Sweetheart! I’m sure he’s no worse than you were when you were his age.
JOHN: That’s what worries me.
MARY: (back to audience) Kids. You spent twelve months trying to get them to walk…
JOHN: And the next eighteen years trying to get them to stand still.
MARY: You poor baby.
JOHN: Well, I can’t help it. They grew up so fast.
MARY: Before you know it, they were graduating from high school, then college, and pretty soon they were getting married.
JOHN: And in some cases, getting married again.
MARY: Shush, John. You know these things happen.
JOHN: I know, I know.
MARY: John took Courtney’s husband Paul in to work with him at the office.
JOHN: I swear, if there is a hell, carved over the door is the phrase, “Working With Your Son-In-Law.”
MARY: (taking JOHN’s hand) And life went on.
JOHN: And up and down.
MARY: And in and out.
JOHN: And then (chokes up a bit) Mary got sick.
MARY: Cancer. Just a spot on an x-ray.
JOHN: And it spread like wildfire.
MARY: (turning to him, in the moment) Johnny, have I told you how much I love you?
JOHN: (gently brushing the hair out of her eyes) Quiet, sweetheart. Save your strength.
MARY: For what? I’m not exactly going to be running the Boston Marathon this year.
JOHN: I love you too, Mary.
MARY: These last thirty-eight years have been such a blessing to me. It was such luck that we even met.
JOHN: Yeah, who’d have imagined you’d bowl me over in a train station?
MARY: An airport, dear. You’ve never been on a train in your life.
JOHN: Right. An airport. I know.
MARY: Johnny, tell the kids how much I love them…
JOHN: I will, Mary. Mary? Mary!

(MARY backs out of the spot light and resumes her position on the floor where SHE had been knocked down in the beginning of the play)

And just like that, she was gone. My wife, my partner, my best friend. You know, someone told me once that life’s not measured by the breaths you take, but by the moments that take your breath. I swear she took my breath every single day. (pause) And now she’s gone. Vanished into the hereafter like a dream. My whole reason for living, taken away in an instant. Almost like it wasn’t real. Like none of it ever really happened.

END OF FREE PREVIEW